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Even Renoir Had His Bad

another.Some people said that
they couldn't work with us well
but others said they could.Some
of the things were rather gen
eric,like"show films".Rather
than going into each of these
things one at a time,I'd like
to aim it at a couple of,I
think,relatively significant,
continuing problems in which
basically cooperation between
the College and the Museum
could work towards mutual ben
efit.
Press;Well,one of the things
that comes to mind is the Cen
tennial Fund,concerning that,
the installation of humidity
and temperature control.I had
heard that the cost overrun on
that was approximately 100%.
Ostrow:No.It was no where near
100%.The last estimate that
was gotten for that was $830,000,an estimate about a year
Press:How did you react to the ago.That was an estimate for
comments that were in the RISD the contract to go out and in
Building Study report about the stall atmospheric control.About 9 or 10 months passed
museum?
from the time that profession
Ostrow;I don't think it fell
that solidly on,except in a few al estimate was taken until
the time the bids came back.
areas,one side of an issue or

There are some drastic changes
that are and will be going on
at RISD's Museum.These are not
just physical changes to the
Museum complex,but hopefully,
changes which will help bring
about a better use of the Mu
seum's facilities by RISD stu
dents ,faculty ,and community.
Hopefully,the new building will
not only join the College and
Museum physically,but also help
to improve access to and the
educational experience inherent
in the Museum/College situa
tion.
In attempt to get some under
standing as to how the changes
will affect the Museum's oper
ations and what sort of changes
would be mutually beneficial to
the College and the Museum,the
Press interviewed Dr. Steven
Ostrow,the Museum's Director.

The cost came in at $1,250,000.
That's not a hundred per cent,
that's near fifty per cent.The
Treasurer's office then said,
"I think you better lay on a
quarter of a million for con
tingencies".We don't have our
permanent collections insured;
there is a long history of,
starting with the Museum of
Modern Art fire,major damage
occuring with much greater fre
quency during a time you have
people in with cutting tools
and welding tools,than under
normal circumstances.The in
stitution better hire a "clerk
of works",which is basically
someone,an engineer,a construe
tion man on the side of the
buyers,which is RISD's side,to
make sure that what is happen
ing,in fact,meets the contract
stipulations.
We threw in another quarter
of a million which had never
been figured in the beginning.
I'm hopeful that it will not
be expended totally.Also,the
fact is that the person who is
hired as "clerk of works",I
believe they're talking about
someone who would eventually
take Mr. Ingram's place,who is
nearing his retirement age.
When this came out,I stood
in front of a combined meeting
of the building committee and
the executive committee and I
said,"You are going to build
15,000 square feet in the new
building complex for us,your
total square footage was go
ing to be as I remember it,
40,000 square feet(actually
40,000 flexible space for the
college and 15,000 for the
museum).You take that $40 per
square foot and multiply it
by 15,000 square feet which
equals $600,000,and in addi
tion to that you add the ori
ginal $830,000 estimate,which
comes to $1,430,000,and in ad
dition to that they had $200,000 within the context of the
campaign for what they called
(cont. on page 2 )

(cont. from 1 )
"gallery expansion",which was
essentially covering the fact
that we would be renovating,
when the contractors walk out
there are other things you
want to say besides goodbye,
and that came to 1,630,000
slated to go towards the mu
seum in a total capitol cam
paign of $3,9 million dollars.
There is no substitute for
atmospheric control,you either
have it or your collections
are going to deteriorate or
continue to deteriorate.There
are no substitutions for space.
Within the total context of
the campaign my top priority
is atmospheric control,space
is not a top priority.I will
give up the amount of space
requested in order to get at
mospheric control.
I have since gone and re
quested from the building com
mittee -I haven't gotten a
response yet,3,000 square ft.
of "rough storage space".My
reason for doing that is that
there are certain areas of
this building which have at
mospheric control.24 hour
guards,heat rise and ioniza
tion measurement to detect
smoke,sonic heads to detect in
terior movement and 12 foot
high ceilings.So, it's a fair
ly expensive space to maintain
and it has a quality of main
tenance that makes it most un
suitable to store such things
as packing crates,bases,publi
cations ,office supplies,etc.If
you give us 3,000 square feet
of contiguous space in which
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we could put this stuff,we can
suddenly release a similar amount of square footage,that
is of very high quality,in
terms of the museum's necessi
ties,and settle for that.At
$40 square foot,you*re talking
$120,000 we're still under the
total that is supposed to go
into the campaign.A lot of peo
ple have said that atmospheric
control has gone so much over
the budget that we can't build
the building.To make up for
that we are withdrawing our
request for 15,000 square feet.
The fact is that the campaign
has only raised less than $2
million out of a capitol drive
of $3,93 million.Out of the 2
million,a quarter of a million
has been spent on the east end
of the Auditorium,and 1*5 mil
lion maximum is slated for atmoshperic control including
contingencies.They have already committed almost the whole
2 million of that which they
raised,and where they're in
trouble on the building is,
simply,not because we went ov
er but because they went under,
the campaign is not at the $4
million mark.
I really can't accept the
fact that the Museum has walk
ed in there and so overexpanded what it wanted that it has
taken up all the money.Our
just priority cost more than
what was projected and there
fore we've given up on the
other things.I think if we had
waited on atmospheric control
for another year it would have
cost at least a h of that much
more.
Press:How has the work on the
Museum going to affect student
use of the Museum and openings
and exhibitions?

Ostrow:In affecting student
use of the Museum,I will make
a facetious remark that I wish
it would affect student use
more than it's affecting it.
The fact is that what we are
losing at this moment is ba
sically that,and this is going
to go in four phases,this be
ing the 1974-75 season.I think
the interruptions might be
more in 1975-76;we can not
have any exhibitions within
the Museum proper -it is sim
ply an impossibility.We have
scheduled 3 Exhibitions at the
List Art Building and one thr
ough Jack Massey of Richard
Hamilton graphics at WoodsGerry.We were originally plannig to start atmospheric con
trol one year from this past
July,and it dragged on,prob
lems came up,changes came up,
etc.So,where we would normally
schedule exhibitions at least
a year ahead of time we found
ourselves getting into the
1973-74 year when we should
have scheduled for 1974-75 and
not quite sure what the situa
tion would be-there were cer
tain exhibitions for which con
tracts had to sign contracts,
and we received National En
dowment for the Arts grants
for two other exhibitions and
catalogues.As we went into the
season it looked like we might
open or we might be closed,so
we'll just hold the line,we
made the committments,we got
the federal grants,we won't do
another thing.I made a firm
committment to Jack Massey and
to the people at Brown because
I couldn't hold them any long
er.At that point we ceased to
schedule any further shows.
There are those four shows and
I doubt whether we are going

to be able to have any general
membership openings whatsoever.
In terms of the availability
of the collections,Phase I,
where they are doing D,E,and F
floors,they are basically work
ing on what used to be exhibi
tion space,and so segments of
the collection which used to
be on view(mainly painting and
sculpture)are no longer on
view.We have trimmed down,we
normally have 3,000 objects on
view-at the moment are 1,000
on view.During Phase I,and the
contractors said 20 months,we
interpolated Phase 1,6 months
giving us six weeks to get rea
dy for Phase II in about the
end of February.That's just a
guess,shortages of materials
might throw them off,they mi
ght be moving somewhat faster.
Pretty much everything is available that was available
before,in terms of what in
storage,etc.,except for cer
tain objects that were on view
that were stacked in storage
rooms that used to be gallery
rooms.Phase II -we're going to
lose painting storage complete
ly -it's going to be blocked
off.I'm trying to think of how

we're going to get into Decor
ative Arts storage.The print
room,costume center,and tex
tiles will be lifted bodily
into the finished part of
Phase I and will be as avail
able as they were before.So
that in terms of getting into
that type of storage there
may be periods of disruption
but I don't think it'll be much
worse than it was before they
started.This is obviously one
of the concerns of the students
-one of my major concerns,and
something to talk about when
mentioning space- how,with 30,000 objects and 90% out of view
do you get to make the stuff
available?This affects staff,
exhibition space,storage space,
and that will make the objects
available.This is one of the
things that in terms of the
Museum getting more space has
been flushed,as far as I can
see,I think there are solu
tions.This business of not be
ing physically able to have
special exhibitions at the Mu
seum eliminates,among other
things,the Graduate Student
Thesis exhibition this year.
At this point next year,I do

not know whether the Museum
will be open at all.It obvious
ly can't be open when they get
to Phase III(the front hall
entrance,etc.)When we get into
Phase IV we will hopefully try
to open parts of Phase I and
II.I don't know if anything
else is going to be done to
the building like installing
emergency lighting,upgrading
security,remove the kitchen in
certain places,expand study/
storage areas if we get those
extra 3,000 square feet.
Press:Will this work affect
your community oriented pro
grams?
Ostrow:They already have af
fected the community programs,
this year we're trying to car
ry on the concert series,po
etry reading,that type of pro
gram you can pick up and go
elsewhere.
Last year we had 16,000
school children,senior citi
zens,and Portuguese citizens,
etc. through the Museum on
tour,we suddenly find our
selves limited by the sim»
pie factor that with this
compacted space if you get
(cont. on page 10 )
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Jazz Musicians
There are lots of things jazz
musicians have been saying
with their music that aren't
said verbally a lot of things.
The sound of an instrument is
a voice.That sound is a soul,
speaking through a horn or
drums or a violin bass.By
reaching higher levels of
technique,a musician comes
closer and closer to just let
ting thoughts and whatever is
in the air pass through him/
herself and emerge as music.
This communication is music
Not type,form or style,but
communication to all people
receptive.
I don't think I can say any
thing new about music,but for
the benefit of people locked
in,I 11 briefly relate what is
happening outdoors here.We are
the Open Sky Ensemble,Open
meaning that notes,chords,
beats,styles by themselves
have no bearing on what has to
be said through music.Whatever
in sound that is possible to
express with an instrument
will happen if we feel it at
any particular timespace.Open,
as free or "free"(Ornette cSTeman).
Skyf(Open. Sky) in the sense
that"music is air"(Sun Ra);the
atmosphere is partly what we
are made of and whether you
are listening or playing the
energy that it carries passes
through all people as music.
Ensemble,in that the musical

communication between the
ber of the Musicians' Collect-three of us is a very fast and lve in New York City.
scenic route for reaching all
I play (on) the development,
you folk.Which is to say,when
feeling,dynamics,rhythms,space
we go out we will take along
energy and creativity that I '
as many as possible!Music
see Hear) as the three of us
speaking this:the energy of
travel.I hope to see many of
listeners and musicians togeth you people when we play at Bia
er make the communication hap Mother Coffee House this Sat
pen.
urday night,Nov.2,next Satur
Stephen Haynes(pictured)plays day at the Mediator Coffee
the trumpet and coronet.Last
HOuse on Wickenden St.,Nov.9
year he was a member of the
at Big Mother again Sunday*
Sound/Silence Ensemble,a group Nov.10,and at more times dur
of RISD students who performed ing November and December.
twice at Big Mother coffee
-Rick O'Neal
house last semester,playing
pieces they wrote themselves.
Acension
Steve has been following the
One sound begins the process
development of some of the
becoming then a part of in
most creative black American
dividual language 'struct
composers and musicians.He is
(means,technique)a part of or
very committed to further ex
ganism evolving(structure,com
ploration of their concepts.
position)talking to one's self,
Stephen left RISD last year
a becoming'knowledgeable,able
due to the energy and concenof one's special placement to
tration of his involvement
translate these abilities as a
with music.
group moving without ambival
Dr. Philip Palombo,who plays ence ,recognition of nuance,in
bass,clarinet,and flutes with
stinctive ability relearned
us,has played with Charles Ty released,unchained to then be
ler of the Albert Ayler En
come forces moving as part of
semble,and R ashied Ali and
the Universe:recognizant of
Raphael Garret of John Colearth(ground)animal..plant,sky,
trane's former bands.He has
also collaborated with members as energy factors within our
touch,we have abilities to be
of Cecil Taylor's ensemble and come in otherness»s ourselves
with Muktarr Mustapha,renown
ransported beyond pedestrian
African poet and mind.Philip
terrain.
was most recently a member of
-Cecil Taylor
the Bruno Surrealistic Ensemof New

City and a mem-

Photo by Rick O'Neal
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On-Off
The Record

HARRY HILSSON
JOHNLENNON
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if there could be one),and 3
oldies:"Loop di Loop,""Save the
Last Dance for Me"(sounds some
how reminiscent of Kristofferson),and"Rock Around the Clock"
which probably typifies the
.
.
whole aura of the Pussycats:
Pussycats,Harry Nilsson,produced
d fun/g0od vibe^T
3
by John Lennon(RCA CPLI-0570)
_R w
Some people think the new Nilsson album sounds too much like
John Lennon,who produced it.
(And some people think the new
Lennon album sounds like Harry
Nilsson).I don't think it mat
ters who sounds like whom—but
that Pussycats is good,fun mu
sic—spirited rock'n'roll—the
way it should be played—a lit
tle naughty,a little bit funny,
loud,and enormously physical.
Like early Elvis.
This album boasts the com
bined drumming of three very
physical musicians:Keith Moon,
Ringo Starr,and Jim Keltner;
bass by Klaus Voorman,guitar
work shared by Jesse Ed Davis
and Danny Kootch,and contribu
tions by Ken Ascher,Bobby Keys,
Sneeky Pete,and Jim Horn to
name a few.
Hard work is evident through
out Pussycats,but the really
terrific thing about this al
bum is that you can really
have fun listening to John and
Harry.Usually,they are too
cerebral to enjoy;but in Pus
sycats,you can really taste
their-joy of making music to
gether,not only taste it,but
enjoy it.Harry contributed four
songs(plus one he co-wrote with
John).One of these songs,
"Black Sails"being the funniest
love song I've ever heard.Harry
sings straighfaced,(is he ser
ious,is he drunk?):
"Black sails in the moonlight
Black patch on your eye
You shiver your timbers baby
And I'll shiver mine."
"Don't Forget Me" is one of
the few really honest songs in
rock'n'roll about divorce that
I've heard(lyrical,painfully
strung):
"In the summertime
By the poolside
While the fireflies
Are all around you
I'll miss you when I'm lonely
I'll miss the alimony too."
"All My Life" is a nice boogie,
rock'n'roll song-dancing your
heart away-with a really great
melody-catchy,catchy.
The non-original songs were
very tastefully picked-a vig
orous"Subterrainean Homesick
Blues"(Dylan),Jimmy Cliff's
"Many Rivers to Cross"(probab
ly the highlight of the album,

The records reviewed in On/Off
the Record are available from
Midland Records,288 Thayer St.
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355 Hope St. — onProvidence's East Side

Gourmet Mexican Cuisine
featuring both
A MEATand MEATLESS MENU

Open weekdays, 12 to 11PM
Friday and Saturday, until 4AM
Sundays, 5 to 11PM
Sunday hours are subject to
change.

831-9336

NOW SERVING BEER & SANGRIA

vid Helpern and produced by
Jim Gutman,we are shown ex
tensive clips from films like
Rebel Without a Cause, They
The Boston Film Festival:Take
Live by Night, and Johnny Gui
Two
tar.
Traveling through the film
The Boston Film Festival was a
we are shown intimate portraits
and interviews of Ray and his
collaborative effort by Law
rence Jackson and Paul Michaud, students at Harpur College.
Teaching film in a communal
representing the Orson Welles
cinema complex and Les Films
living arrangement,we see the
Sirene(which recently brought
arguements as well as the ten
to Boston:Eric Rohmer,Henri
der moments in Ray's teaching
Langlois,Francois Truffaut,
and personal life.
Jean-Pierre Leaud,and Phillipe
Accentuated by interviews
de Broca).
with producer John Houseman,
Along with the films men
actress Natalie Wood,and admirtioned in last week's article, erer director Francois Truffaut
there were two more films of
this documentary examines the
special note:Leo the Last and
rebel,Nick Ray,who electrified
I'm a Stranger Here Myself.
Hollywood.Watching film clips
Leo the Last is one of the
with stars like Joan Crawford,
most exceptional films I have
James Dean,and Humphrey Boever seen.By the maker of les
gart,I am reminded of a phrase
ser films(Zardoz and Deliver
by Jean-Luc Godard"If the cin
ance)this film shows the excep ema no longer existed,Nicholas
tional range of Boorman's tal
Ray alone gives the impression
ents.
of being capable of reinvent
The film is about a man,the
ing it and,what is more,of
last in a line of royalty,who
wanting to."
goes back to claim his dead
In many documentaries(parti
father's mansion.Smothered by
cularly ones on people)one is
his father's personal servants often caught between the situ
and friends,Leo(Marcello Masation that is presented in the
troianni)hides inside the
film and the somewhat opinion
world of his telescope,watch
ated eye of the filmmaker.Not
ing the birds and people who
so with I'm a Stranger Here
inhabit a London ghetto.
Myself.Even though Helpern and
Through Leo's eye we view
Gutman have shown us a loving
the story of the poor blacks
view of Nicholas Ray,it is
and whites who inhabit the
seen through the eye of truth.
street which Leo owns.Much in
the same way we saw Jean Seaberg through the rolled up
paper telescope of Jean-Paul
Belmondo in Godard's Breath
less.

Silver Screen

To again quote Godard,"There
was theater(Griffith),poetry
(Murnau),painting(Rossolini) ,
dance(Eisenstein),and music
(Renoir).Henceforth there is
cinema.And the cinema is Nich
olas Ray."

Boorman's use of color is
probably the most outstanding
concept in the film.In com
parison with the black and
white people who are dealt
with in equal ratios in the
plot,we see the world in an
entirely black and white state.
Everything(except natural ele
ments)is in black and white
while the clothes,the house
and the street Leo lives on is
a common shade of grey.
From a carefully dismantled
plot there is a grand finally
which bears an exceptional
satirical resemblance to the
burning of Atlanta in Gone
with the Wind.
In the new film that was re
cently shown at the Boston
Film Festival,I'm a Stranger
Here Myself,we are given an
exploratory tour into the life
and films(20 in all)of Nich
olas Ray.In this documentary
on Ray's work,directed by Da
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(cont. from page 3 )
more than one busload at a
time it becomes a traffic
jam.We'11 reach less child
ren in house but the staff
is ready to take a few bb
jects from our loan collec
tion and go out to the
schools.Hopefully,our phil
osophy is that the movement
to the schools is a prepar
ation for,or a summation of
a visit to the Museum,where
the highest quality objects
do remain.The Portuguese pro
gram is still going on -that
was mainly developed in terms
of sending people out to the
various Portuguese social
clubs,talking to them and
getting them to come for a
visit(the difference in 1000
objects or 3000 objects is
not overwhelming).The senior
citizens groups are expand
ing,they are a pre-organized,
intelligient group with lei
sure time,and it's almost
easier to work with them than
some of the school groups,
but there is no real conflict.
They're just looking for in
teresting programs.
We're moving more into
sponsoring things,we did this
walking tour of downtown
Providence that was done with
Project Interface.There is a
series that we are doing with
the Preservation Society,4
walking tours,150 people
turned up two Sundays ago.
I think we are going to
get an erosion in attendance,
especially since we've had
to cut out the special event
in the Museum.We're trying
to find substitutes but it
is not always easy.
Press:Has this alteration pro
gram affected the ability of
the Museum to purchase new ob
jects for the collection?
Ostrowrlt really hasn't affec
ted our ability to acquire new
objects for the collection.
There will always be a place
where we can meet storage.What
has affected our ability is
that the art market has gone,
or has always been a little
bit insane -for 4 or 5 years;it
has been the most inflation
ary.Three things seem to be
happening,one is that there is
a softening in the art market
of that type of object that is
not of the greatest importance
or highest quality,the object
I might collect as a private
collector,the name painter but
not necessarily the good paint
ing.Even Renoir had his bad
days.That sort of thing,the
nice object and the junk with
10

the big name seems to be slip
ping,the person who bought it
can only protect it -he wants
to make it liquid.The person
who bough as an investment and
can't hold it,they need the
money and its flooding the
market.There was some slippage
in the 19th century French Art
in auctions this summer.Those
Objects that are really good
do not,and this is an educated
guess,do not seem to be slip
ping,in fact,there seems to be
fiercer competition for them
than ever before.More and more
of these objects are not typ
ically at auction,but are be
ing turned over to dealers,and
the dealers aren't budging in
their prices.
The stock market which yie
lds these funds to buy these
Objects is slipping,the yield
is less,and the amount of
funds we have to purchase ob
jects of art now,in terms of
endowed funds is a little bit

ue it at the same level,but we
filled in a lot of areas.Our
idea in this area was (1) in
terms of photographers,there
is a tremendous interest at
RISD,in fact in the whole com
munity in photographs, and (2)
in terms of prints there's a
marvelous renaissance going on
in printmaking today,the stuff
tends to be small and less ex
pensive.
Given the quality of graphic
arts in America today,and the
interest I notice in media,
there is an interest in pro
cess,some of the artists were
fantastic masters in the hand
ling of a medium,there's not
that much interest in the im
age and much of the experimen
tation that is goin on is in
the graphic arts as they move
between commercial and non-com
mercial medias and the multi
ple.So that expenses and the
ability to afford more,the ability to really have an avail
able teaching collection of
20th century art -we could nev
er do it.But we must and we
are going to use painting and
sculpture to do it,you'd find
you get at the stuff it would
be stacked twelve deep and
that you couldn't afford ulti
mately that much.
We have said what we would
like to get into as much, as
possible are "wall stoppers,"
"those few selected items,
rather than "rat-tit-tat-tatting" like we have at times in
the past.I think we are feel
ing the money pinch in this
area tremendously.
There's something I'd like
to add,and this gets down,to
less than the amount of funds
the space analysis to a cer
we had to purchase art 20
tain extent.One of the sugges
years ago.
tions that frequently come up
The ability to bring art here is the usability of the col
and store it is not particular
lections on the part of the
ly hurting us,the inability to RISD faculty and students.Col
afford them is what's hurting
lections that sit there and
us.
are basically inaacesible,or
What we have done is make an accessible under tremendous
in-house policy decision.We
strain for all concerned,and
have taken one of our three
the reasons this occurs are
funds and turned it over com
two.One is space,the collec
pletely to prints,drawings,and tions have more than doubled
photographs -the major empha
since 1926,the building.'s las t
sis there being 20th century.
new space was added in 1926.
Last year we had a $10,000
The other is terms of staff,
grant to buy mainly prints and we get up to 25.3 people on
photographs by living American the Museum staff plus 12 gu
artists,these are areas not
ards.Of those 25.3 people we
covered by the Pilavin Col
have 4 curators,3 junior cur
lection then during the course ators, and 1 senior curator,
of the summer before last,we
every other curatorial per
spent $20,000 on 20th century
son is half time of 2/5 time,
prints,drawings,and photogra
ten month year,etc.There seems
phs.We have a long way to go
to be 2 solutions that are
in photographs,we're trying to best explored at this time on
continue this,we can't contin
the part of the Museum, the

faculty and students,the peo
ple who are going and doing
the survey in terms of space.
The types of space students
and faculty seem most interes
ted in that would affect the
Museum is one if the new build
ing is going to be rammed against the rear of Memorial
Hall,as I suspect it is,there
will be walls of the new build
ing that will be contiguous
with walls of the Museum and
I can see tremendous advantage
in having an auditorium or lec
ture hall,a place where 100 to
200 people can sit for a lec
ture or part of a lecture ser
ies,etc. that has one door in
to the Museum,one door into
tne other building.lt could
serve both purposes.
I would love to see a great
er amount of joint sponsorship
between the Museum and the Col
lege.Art History,Humanities
brings in a lot of interesting
people,but it is much easier
for them to pick up the phone,
because there's Art History,
Painting,Graphics,Sculpture,
etc. and say to me that we are
having this or that is a pos
sibility,so and so might come
down and give a lecture,would
you like to share the cost and
we'd make it a joing effort.
There's a funnel here and a
funnel going out to a broader
base of the community.I can
see a lot more of that going
on and I can see it being pos
sible if this building plan,
which is going to have to put
in an auditorium of that size,
makes it so that it is contig
uous.It becomes a form of es
sentially "teaching space".
Secondly,I think through
some very careful manipulation
of some of the spaces we al
ready have,and we began to
work with Interior Architec
ture last year.They had some
pretty good plans last spring
but that's when we were going
to have our 15,000 square ft.
They have been looking at the
Museum if the false walls come
down,what happens to circula
tion,etc.I think a good Inter
ior Architect can walk into
certain of our spaces like
Decorative Arts storage and
say we can design something
like a library stack system
so that your making maximum
use of the space,and a few in
dividuals could be able to get
in there and see better than
they can now.That would allow
faculty and a couple of stu
dents to get in.
There's a desire for crit
space,a desire to have space

so that there is a greater
have to overcome the physical
accessibility of the Museum's
and staff problems we face to
collections in a teaching sit make it available,bear with
uation.If in one of the con
us and we'll get it out. I
tiguous spaces between the Mu think that beyond space and
seum and the new building
staff there is a historical
there could be a secure hall
demonology that is associated
way ,with 3 rooms with access
with the Museum;they're the
to the Museum on one side and
"bad boys;"they want to septhe College on the other,then
areate from the College and
classes could be brought in
take their 80 zillion dollars
and .the objects then brought
that that they're spending
in.They are essentially didac this year and take care of the
tic spaces where there is a
8 families that live on Pros
meeting place,a classroom sit pect Street.The Museum,in fact,
uation,and yet you've solved
is very small in terms of the
the problem of taking stuff
corporation;we're 10% of the
in and out of the Museum.It is budget and of that 10%,a quar
something that cannot be in
ter of it is redistributed ex
jected into the Museum's pres penses we pay to the institu
ent situation.
tion.In terms of square foot
That same space could become a age,we are 19.5% of the gross
crit space,serve in a wide
square footage.In terms of
variety of functions.This kind staff,including the 12 guards
of planning going on now would we have 37.3 members.
solve some of the problems we
I don't want to pick and
have in the foreseeable future, walk away from RISD but I
within the next five years.
would love to stop being cast
There is an enormous sur
in the role of the heavy. I
prise on the part of the stu
think with tiirie and th e type
dents at how much stuff is
of planning I'm talking about,
here.To the best of my know
with another area of planning
ledge we have not said to a
which is looking at the area
student group or faculty—no,
of joint appointments.Obvious
the stuff isn't available
ly 3 girls and a chief curator
we have had to say that it's
are not going to be able to
available but we're going to
(cont. on page 12 )

(cont. from page H )
satisfy the demands of 30,000
objects,1400 students,and 100
or so faculty,There are areas
where joint appointments,I
think,would be awfully useful;
one that comes to mind is Cos
tumes and Textiles,where some-i
one would spend a certain amount of time teaching in
those areas and a certain amount of time as a curator.We
need at least one curator in
the Decorative Arts.
There have been many years,
I won't call it neglect,but
where there has not been con
tinued curatorial supervision,
and this raises problems to
say,what is it that still has
to be researched about the ob
ject.That problem is not as
easy to solve,saying where and
how are we getting the staff,
those things will come.
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ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL INSTALLATION
Since early September,plumbers,
electricians,sheet metal work
ers ,carpenters,and construc
tion workers have been working
on Phase I of the Atmospheric
Control Installation in the
Museum.The entire project is
estimated to take twenty months
to complete.
Areas to be covered during
this primary stage of construc
tion are D,E,and F floors of
the main block of the 1926
building.Projects to be com
pleted during this first phase
include:
1.The construction of a Pent
house housing air handling units on the east roof of the
building.
2.The construction of a Pent
house over the south end of the
heating plant,to house a steam
absorption unit.
3.Putting cooling towers on
top of Metcalf Building.
4.Running hidden ducts inside
the walls of the Main Gallery,
both vertically and horizontal
ly,coming from the handling
station and venting into the
"D" Floor Entrance Level
Main Gallery and surrounding
224 Benefit Screet
rooms.
5.Removal of radiators under
windows.Blocking up windows
with north,south,and west ex
posures.These areas will then
have to be plastered over and
painted.Only those windows
facing the sculpture garden,
Benefit Street,the windows in
Pendleton HOuse and in the
stairwells will not be blocked.
These will be tripiLe'-glazed to
prevent condensation on cool
days.
j.I:>sLaiiJ.ng controls and equipment for re-heat and humidification.
7.The construction of a fire
block,made of metal and cement, GALLERY AND EXHIBITION SPACES
in the hollow spaces of the
AFFECTED BY ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
walls which will separate
CONSTRUCTION
Phase I from Phase II.
When Phase I is completed,the
objects moved from D,E,and F
floors will be moved and
stored in the completed areas.
Phase II will then get under
way on A,B,and C floors.
Meanwhile,while Phase I is
going on,the Museum staff has
continued to work in their
offices as usual.The Museum
has maintianed its normal hours
and programs for the public
with the following areas open
GALLERY AND EXHIBITION SPACES
to them:The Classical galler
AFFECTED BY ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
ies,the Sales desk,Pendleton
CONSTRUCTION
House,the Porcelain Collection
and three special exhibition
galleries presently re-hung
with selections from the best
of our permanent collection.

gUSSasi

Wintersession In Peru
An introduction to Peruvian
art and culture by travel and
experience will be offered by
Hardu Keck and Edward Dwyer.
All interested students are
invited to attend a prelimi
nary organizational meeting.
Tuesday,November 5th,in CB 412
at 4:30 p.m.

Events

Classifieds

A conceptual piece by Ted Weller,color drawings by Ronald
Binks,paintings and prints by
Eleanor Daniels and photo
graphs by Gene Mazel will be
on view at the Woods-Gerry
gallery from Oct.30 to Nov.6.
Ted Weller,an instructor in
the RISD freshman foundation,
is exhibiting cartographic de
scriptions of a "polar Shift,"
using maps and photos.Ronald
Binks produced his color draw
ings while in Rome last year
as director of RISD's European
Honor's Program.Eleanor Dani
els is a RISD instructor in
painting and Mr. Mazel is a
Providence artist.
The Woods-Gerry gallery is
located at 62 Prospect Street,
Providence,and is open week
days and Saturdays from 11 AM
to 4:30 PM and Sundays from 2
to 4:30 PM.

FOR SALE
1970 Chevelle Malibu
New tires,inspected,immaculate
condition,41,000 miles,vinyl
top.Only $1450.
Call 828-4859 (4 to 6PM)

The Art Association'of Newport
Exhibitions Nov.9-Dec.l
Paintings by John N. Barron
Paintings by Marve Cooper
Watercolors and Acrylics by
Deborah Gordon
Wheel Thrown Pottery and Scul
ptures by Kathy Szal
Members are cordially invited
to a reception on Saturday,
November 9,from 5 to 7 o'clock
"Visiting Pictures," the work
of members, are offered for
rent and sale.The galleries
are open weekdays from 10 to 5
and Sundays and holidays from
2 to 5.

Bike for Sale
YARNS

FOR
KNITTING, CROCHETING,
CREWEL, NEEDLEPOINT and
RUG HOOKING
Free Individual Instrucions by
Purchase of Material
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RISD FILM SOCIETY PRESENTS
THREE FIMS BY

PIERRE ETAIX

I
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INSOMNIE
HEUREUX ANMVERSAIRE
TANT QU'ON A LA SANTE
"...this is the traffic jungle where the priority of 'smiling' brings
forth demonic grins;...It's the vacation spots, a hell which makes
urban over-crowding seem like a paradise; it's the unheeded con-

7:30 RISD AUDITORIUM $1 THURS. NOVEMBER 7

iw

